
Quattro 4.0 (QT4)
FAQ

Q — Do I need to use the + and – switches to turn the QT4 on and off?

A —  No, you will not use the +/- switch to turn the QT4 on and off. The small switch on the back of 
both the QT4 base and the Remote Mic is similar to the tab you might see on a battery-operated toy 
sitting on a store shelf or to hearing aid batteries in their packaging. In order to preserve the integrity of 
the battery while the QT4 travels from the production line to our warehouse and the warehouses of 
resellers throughout the country, we protect it by keeping the battery disengaged. Once you remove the 
tab and move the switch to the + position, the battery engages. You will only need to do this once. This is 
NOT an on/off switch. 

Q — How long does the battery last on the QT4?  What about the remote QT4 microphone?

A — QT4 Main Unit
          Standby: 3 days
          Talk Time: 6 hours with headset/earbuds 
                             4 hours with t-coil connection to hearing aids or cochlear implant

         QT4 Remote Microphone 
         Standby: 2 days
         Talk Time: 2 hours
    
Q — Does the QT4 pair to all cell phones? Does it work better with certain cell phones, like the iPhone?

A — The QT4 will pair to all cell phones that have Bluetooth technology utilizing a profile called HFP 
(Hands-Free Profile), and there is no particular brand or model that necessarily works better than 
others. There is a possibility that software updates from your phone manufacturer may cause temporary 
connection issues, but they are usually resolved within a short time of the software update.  

Q — Do I need to ‘pair’ the QT4 every time I use it?

A — No, you will not have to pair the QT4 to your Bluetooth device each time you use it; you only need 
to pair them the first time you use your Bluetooth device with the QT4. Pairing is the process of creating 
a constant link between the QT4 and the Bluetooth device. This only occurs once; future connections 
between the devices are authenticated automatically. After the initial pairing, the disconnection and 
re-connection process will be a normal, ongoing part of managing the two Bluetooth devices (QT4 and 
your cell phone).  

Turning the QT4 power ‘off’ will break the Bluetooth connection to your cell phone. However, if you have 
left Bluetooth ‘on’ on your cell phone, the QT4 will reconnect to the cell phone when you turn its power 
back on. 
 
 



Similarly, if you turn Bluetooth ‘off’ on your cell phone, it will disconnect from the QT4.  To reconnect, be 
sure that Bluetooth has been turned back ‘on’ on your cell phone and it will automatically reconnect to 
the QT4.

Q — What are the proper steps to pair the QT4 with a cell phone?

A —  1. The QT4 must be powered ‘off’.

           2. Put your cell phone in Pairing Mode. Consult your cell phone User Guide for detailed 
               instructions on how to put it in pairing mode. 

           3. On the QT4, press and hold the MFB (multi-function button). You will see Power On but 
               continue holding the MFB until Pairing appears on the screen.

           4. When the device name appears on the QT4 screen, it has successfully been paired and is now 
               connected. For example, if your iPhone‘s name is “Joe’s iPhone,” you will see “Joe’s iPhone” 
               appear on the QT4 screen.

           5. On your phone‘s Bluetooth screen, the QT4 will appear in the list of connected devices.

Q — On average, how long should it take to pair the QT4 with a cell phone?

A — It can take approximately 30-60 seconds to pair, depending on how quickly you navigate the menu 
selections on your cell phone. The QT4 will remain in pairing mode up to two minutes to allow plenty of 
time to successfully pair with your cell phone.  
    
Q — Which side of the QT4 should face out when I’m wearing it?

A — When you are wearing the QT4, the screen should be facing out. You can adjust the length of the 
loop by pressing the toggle and sliding it along the neckloop cord. The closer you bring the main QT4 
unit to your mouth, the louder your voice will transmit into its built-in microphone (not the Remote Mic). 
For best sound transmission, wear the QT4 on the outside of sweaters and coats.  

Q — Which microphone is picking up my voice when I’m using the QT4 for a phone call?

A — There is an internal microphone and an external microphone (the Remote Mic--see below for 
more information). The internal microphone is built into the main QT4 unit and is located on the side 
opposite the headphone/earphone jack, just outside the silver ring. When you are using the QT4 with 
your cell phone, the internal microphone will pick up your voice and transmit it to the person you are 
talking to. You do not need to hold your cell phone up to your mouth.  
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Q — Should I keep the remote microphone connected to the QT4 at all times?

A —  No, the Remote Mic should not be connected all the time. The Remote Mic is an external 
microphone used for environmental (conversational) sound only and has no involvement in cell phone 
calls. The Remote Mic should not be attached to the QT4 main unit while the QT4 is being worn around 
the neck. If you are looking to use the Remote Mic to enhance a conversation, it should be given to the 
person you would like to hear. There is a clip that the person speaking can use to wear the Remote Mic 
for hands-free convenience, or you can place the Remote Mic in the center of a table to pick up the 
voices of everyone at the table.  

Q — With the Remote Mic, what is the difference between being paired and being connected? 

A — Pairing is a one-time process to ‘introduce’ two devices to each other (see questions above for 
more information on pairing), but being connected is an active, ongoing process that happens between 
the two devices you want to use. The Remote Mic will establish a connection to the QT4 when you want 
to use it, then you will disconnect the two when you are finished using them for your conversation. The 
next time you want to have a conversation, you will reestablish the connection between the two devices. 
You can think of the Remote Mic as if it is making a phone call to the QT4: a ‘call’ is made, a conversation 
occurs, and then you ‘hang up’. 
    
Q — Why does the audio sound muffled or ‘staticky’?

A — If you hear buzzing in the background when using your t-coil(s) with the QT4, you may be picking 
up electromagnetic interference (EMI) from something in your environment. EMI can come from 
electrical wiring, fluorescent lights, TVs, CRT (cathode ray tube) computer monitors or other electrical 
devices. Even your car can emit EMI. 

There are ways to address and potentially solve issues with EMI:

 1. Be a detective and find the source of the EMI. Turn on your t-coil and walk around your home or 
     office space. Buzzing, if any, may vary in strength from one location to another. Notice which 
     areas have the least EMI and which have the most. Try to identify the source of the EMI as you 
     move closer and further away from it.

 2. Try to implement a solution. EMI from wiring may not be something you can easily control or 
     change, but you can try to relocate the device that is emitting EMI. You can also try to reduce 
     EMI by lowering the volume of the device that is releasing EMI and increasing the volume in 
     the sound source. For example, you can lower the volume in the t-coil program so that the EMI 
     buzzing is reduced to a manageable level. You can do this by lowering the volume on your 
     hearing aid or cochlear implant. Next, increase the volume on the QT4 to compensate for the 
     lowering of your hearing aid or cochlear implant volume. Now you should be experiencing the 
     best of both worlds: reduced buzzing from EMI and louder, clearer audio listening from your 
     desired sound source.  
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Sound quality can also affected by the t-coil, so changing the sensitivity of the t-coil may improve your 
listening experience. You should be able to increase or decrease the dB level of the t-coil to reduce the 
impact of EMI and then raise the volume on the QT4 to make up for the reduced volume level on the 
t-coil.

Q — Why does the volume adjustment on the QT4 change if I accidentally brush my hand against it?  

A — Your hand may have inadvertently brushed against the touchscreen volume controls. Envision the 
QT4 screen as a clock. When you are wearing the QT4 and pick it up to hold it, the small silver MFB is on 
your left. At the 9 o’clock position is a small ‘less than’ symbol ( < ) and at the 3 o’clock position is a 
small ‘greater than’ symbol ( > ). The  <  key can be tapped softly to decrease the volume and the  >  key 
can be tapped softly to increase the volume. If you accidentally brush again the screen and inadvertently 
touch either of these display spots is inadvertently touched, the volume level could be affected. 
    
Q — What happens when I take the QT4 out of range from my cell phone?

A — If the QT4 is moved outside of the Bluetooth connection range (approx. 33 feet), you will hear “out 
of range” announced and the display will revert back to its standby screen. If two devices have been 
connected and one of them moves out of range, the screen will refresh and only display the name of the 
remaining connected device. When you move back into range, your phone may automatically reconnect 
to the QT4 and you would hear “Device Connected” or see on the screen that your device is connected. 
If, within one minute of moving back into range, you do not hear “Device Connected” or see on the 
screen that your device is connected, you will need to manually reconnect the two. You can either press 
the MFB on the QT4 or go into your cell phone’s Bluetooth settings and select the QT4 connection. 

Q — Is there a master reset for the QT4?

A — Resetting the QT4 resets the device to its factory settings. This deletes all Caller ID records, all 
paired devices—including the Remote Mic—and sets the volume back to the default level.

To reset the Quattro 4.0 to factory settings: 

 1. Press and hold the Touch-Function Key (TFK) until the screen shows RstPass Vxxx. 

 2. The QT4 will still be powered on; however, all paired devices and the Caller ID memory will be 
      erased.
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